
2019 Street Scramble Fremont Oktoberfest  Name of Team or Participant ________________________________________________________________Team # _________ Time returned: ___________________

Value # Description Question A B C #

11 Circular window on N side of building What number is at the bottom of the window? 54.79 55.02 56.51 11

12 #3668 What is by the stairs? surfboard soldier snail 12

13 Pair of benches under powerline pylon The bench shapes are how-many-sided? 5 6 8 13

14 Yard with rose arbor What does the sculpture by the mailboxes resemble? pear person boat 14

15 Black plaque on concrete block wall, S of alley In what month was the sculpture reinstalled? August October December 15

16 #620
The silver-colored sculpture in the inset to the E of the door is made up 

of how many circle shapes?
3 7 12 16

17 Traffic semicircle SE of road junction What is here? golf green picket fence picnic table 17

18 Muraled circular planter How many flames radiate outward? 10 14 18 18

21 Sign board at public shore What is shown in the rightmost photo? bench swing kayak picnic table 21

22 N-most of two tile murals of faces on W-facing wall of building The hair is shown on how many tiles? 1 2 4 22

23 Sign placard between bike racks and road What is the lower-leftmost word on the sign? blacksmith collections sourced 23

24 Sculpture at SW edge of plaza The supports for the semicircular gutters resemble what letter shape? H S X 24

25 End of road What is the bench made of? buckets buoys coolers 25

26 #3631B (look through lattice fence top) What is below the address number? space ship sun witch 26

27 #4110 What hang from the porch? cans dolls ferns 27

28 Mural on S wall of building How many wheels are shown? 3 6 11 28

29 Graffiti on E stairway landing What is the first word? no take what 29

31 W-most garden area in parking strip What is next to the owl? cat rabbit scarecrow 31

32 #3623
How many stalks emerge from the top of the tiled relief sculpture? 

(Look up at 2nd floor)
2 4 6 32

33 5m tall sculpture What color are the fingernails of the right hand painted? black blue gold 33

34 Stop sign on SW corner of intersection What word is below "stop"? driving Trump violence 34

35 House with planters flanking front walk What is on the wall on the porch? ferry sun tree 35

36 #431 What creature is in the planted area behind the fence? frog lion owl 36

37 #120, with flagpole What are on the fence? planets butterflies flower boxes 37

38 Light pole S of stairway landing What is pictured on the square black & white sticker? beer stein dog tank 38

39 #824 What are next to the walkway? deer mushrooms bowling pins 39

41 Tiled mural by bench in traffic circle What is depicted in the middle? bird fruit stand waterfall 41

42 Red post with trail signs What does the sticker about 5 feet up say to do more? breathe buy walk 42

43 #4421 What does the car (small sedan) resemble? beaver submarine train engine 43

44 Utility pole next to stop sign What is nailed to the pole about 8 feet up? the Constitution Trump mask "wanted" poster 44

45 #3804 What creatures hang above the porch? crows dolphins monkeys 45

46 Bent-over pole with metal placards What is the figure on the left (broken) placard holding? axe flag lightning bolt 46

47 Junction of front walkway and sidewalk What does the sign say? Aimee's Garden Bunny Crossing Cougars Only 47

48 Graffiti on E side of restroom building What do the letters on the blocks spell? awake citizen hyde 48

51 Sign on tall metal post, on E side of bike path What does the sign say? curves ahead reduce speed track crossing 51

52 Yard on SE corner What are here? flowers slugs faces 52

53 Rose in S part of sundial on hilltop On which side of the rose is the drain? East North South 53

INSTRUCTIONS: At 10:00 you will receive a map with checkpoint locations circled. Starting at 10:30, visit checkpoints in any order and circle the correct answer at each checkpoint.

     Return this sheet to the finish, at 35th & Phinney by noon (12:00 PM); 10-point penalty per minute (or fraction) late. No guessing; penalties for wrong answers.

REMEMBER: Do not leave the start before 10:30.   Teams must stay together at all times.    Circle answers only for checkpoints you actually visit.   Be very careful in traffic.
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